Snoring and Sleep Apnea

D o Yo u To s s a n d Tu r n ?
Wake up Feeling Exhausted?
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After feeling dramatically better from use of the
snoring appliance, I wanted off my prescription
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medications but was told “No” by the specialists.
Lisa Marie Samaha, DDS
However, because it was such a blessing, I told my
doctor I wanted to go off the drugs anyway. And I did.
Creating Beautiful, Healthy Smiles
He monitored me and later I was reevaluated for my
in Hampton Roads since 1982.
atrial fibrillation with an EKG at our local hospital.
For more Information,
The atrial fibrillation was no longer present! I can
Patient Photos and Personal Stories
truly say that what Dr. Samaha did for me dramatically changed my health, and my life!”
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